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Decision 1046/2020 (II. 18.) of the Government
on the National Anti-Trafficking Strategy for 2020-2023 and the Action Plan to be
implemented in the period 2020-2021
1. The Government adopts the "National Strategy for 2020-2023 on the fight against
trafficking in human beings", hereinafter referred to as "the Strategy", as set out in Appendix
1.
2. The Government adopts the Action Plan for the Implementation of the Strategy for the
period 2020-2021 (hereinafter referred to as the "Action Plan") as set out in Appendix 2, and
agrees with the measurable objectives of implementing the measures, defining the scope and
means of intervention, as well as personal, material, professional, material and organizational
conditions.
3. The Government calls on the Minister of Interior to implement the Action Plan with the
involvement of the relevant and competent ministers.
Responsible party:
Deadline:

Minister of Interior
with the involvement of ministers with relevant responsibilities
31 December 2021

4. The Government calls on the Minister of Finance, with the involvement of the responsible
and competent ministers, to provide the necessary resources to implement the Action Plan, as
follows:
a) in the amount of HUF 91 million in 2020, which should be provided for the budget of
the Ministry of Human Capacities,
b) HUF 518,500,000 in 2021, which should be planned for the budget of the Ministry of
Human Capacities.
Responsible party:
Deadline:

Minister of Finance
with the involvement of ministers with relevant responsibilities
with regard to point a) at the rate of occurrence;
with regard to point b) during the planning of the central budget for
2021

5. The Government calls on the Minister of Justice to review the definition of human
trafficking in the Criminal Code with the involvement of the Minister of Interior to better
meet international standards.
Responsible party:
Deadline:

Minister of Justice
with the involvement of the Minister of Interior
30 March 2020

6. The Government invites the Prosecutor General and the President of the Office of the
Judiciary to cooperate in the implementation of the Action Plan in their area of expertise.
7. This Decision shall enter into force on the day following its publication and shall expire on
1 January 2024.
Viktor Orbán
Prime Minister
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Appendix No. 1. of Government Decision 1046/2020 (II. 18.)
National strategy for the period 2020–2023 on combatting trafficking in human beings
I. Prevention
A
Strategic objectives

B
Reasoning of the objective

C
Concerned ministry, department,
organization

D
Resource
requirements

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities, National Police
Headquarters, National Crime
Prevention Council, National
Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable

European
Union and
governmental

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities, National Police
Headquarters, National Crime
Prevention Council, National
Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable

European
Union and
governmental

Governmental
and
nongovernmental organizations provide
prevention activities in primary and
secondary schools, orphanages,
depending on resources, but such
programs are mostly limited to
areas of the country where a given
organization operates. Professionals
are not always provided. The goal
is to create a syllabus with coherent
theme and practice

I.1.

Paying special attention to
victims of trafficking in human
beings under 18 years of age

High-risk groups are members of
social groups living in extreme
poverty, particularly women and
girls. Effective action requires
specific tools in view of the
characteristics of these social
groups. It is necessary to pay
attention
to
socio-cultural
characteristics.
The measure is in line with
Recommendation 6 of GRETA’s
2015 first evaluation round and the
recommendations of the 2018
Special Report, the 2019 second
evaluation round and the United
States Trafficking in Persons
Report (TIP Report).
The measure is in line with
Recommendation 6 of GRETA’s
2015 first evaluation round and the
recommendations of the 2018
Special Report, the 2019 second
evaluation round and the United
States Trafficking in Persons
Report (TIP Report).

I.2.

Development of preventive
information materials and
training, campaigns, especially to
reach particularly vulnerable
social groups

I.3.

Exploiting the potential of the
Internet to prevent victimization
of sexual and labor exploitation,
with special regard to the
vulnerability of persons under
the age of 18

The measure is in response of a
given practical challenge and to
approximate internal measures to
international practice are grounded.

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities, Ministry of
Finance, Ministry of Innovation
and Technology, National Crime
Prevention Council, National
Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable

European
Union and
governmental

I.4.

To prevent re-victimization,
establishment and operation of a
follow-up system to monitor the
lives and protection of the victims
identified and assisted

The inclusion of the objective is
warranted by the feedback of the
members
of
the
National
Coordination Mechanism.

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities, Ministry of
Justice

European
Union and
governmental

I.5.

Integrating the concept of
trafficking in human beings into
public education and higher
education syllabus and
integrating certain specialized
services into the examination
requirements

The objective is included based on
experiences from the former
strategy, feedback of the members
of the National Coordination
Mechanism
and
practical
challenges.

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities

European
Union and
governmental
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II. Identification, referral of victims of trafficking, victim assistance

II.1.

A
Establishment and continuous
provision of a coherent procedure
for the referral of victims of
trafficking and adequate funding
for the implementation
Improvement of the organization
of municipalities in the field of
family and social administration,
strengthening the system of
health visitors and guardianship
at local and county level

B
The measure is in line with
Recommendation 6 of GRETA’s
2015 first evaluation round.

C
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Trade, Ministry of Justice , Ministry
of Human Capacities, National
Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable

D
European
Union and
governmental

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism
and practical challenges.

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities, Prime
Minister’s Office

European
Union and
governmental

II.3.

Clear definition of the elements
and members of the social care
system, development of
methodological guidelines

The measure is in line with.
Recommendation 16 of GRETA’s
2015 first evaluation round and the
recommendations of the 2019
second evaluation round.

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Human Capacities, Ministry of
Justice, National Police
Headquarters

European
Union and
governmental

II.4.

Expanding the scope of victim
identification bodies, while
reviewing the list of indicators of
becoming a victim and
monitoring data provision

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism.

Ministry of Justice

European
Union and
governmental

II.2.

III. Judiciary, law enforcement
A

B

C

D

III.1.

Revision of legislation concerning
the means of proof acquisition,
and acts of proof, as well as the
examination of the possibility for
victims to be exempted from
liability for offenses committed in
their vulnerable position

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism
and in order to approximate
domestic
and
international
practices.

Ministry of Interior, Ministry of
Justice, National Police
Headquarters

European
Union and
governmental

III.2.

Reducing the duration of
investigative actions and criminal
proceedings

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism.

National Police Headquarters,
Office of the Prosecutor General,
Office of the Judiciary

European
Union and
governmental

III.3.

Reducing the deliberate use of
services provided by victims of
trafficking in human beings and
monitoring the practical
experiences of the new regulation

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism
and in order to approximate
domestic
and
international
practices.

Ministry of Justice

European
Union and
governmental

III.4.

Improvement of statistical data
collection on trafficking in
human beings

The objective is included based on
experiences of the former strategy
and in order to better comply with
international standards.

Ministry of Interior, Office of the
Prosecutor General, Office of the
Judiciary

European
Union and
governmental
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IV. Partnership
A

IV.1.

Call for researches on trafficking
in human beings

B
To the best of our knowledge, no
comprehensive research has been
carried out in the field of trafficking
of human beings since the approval
of the Government Decree No.
354/2012. (XII. 13.) on the
identification order of victims of
trafficking in human beings that
explains to what extent antitrafficking organizations, society
and potential victims are aware of
the relevant information, their
opinion on the current system, the
effectiveness of the assistance and
the tendencies on trafficking in
human beings. Such a study could
highlight the knowledge base of the
participants, what communication
gaps occur, and which form of
assistance is considered to be the
most effective by potential victim
groups and experts, also if any
service is missing from the system.

C

D

National Coordination Mechanism
and Members of NGO Roundtable

European
Union and
governmental

The measure is in line with the
Recommendation 8 of GRETA’s
2015 first evaluation round and the
recommendations of the 2019
second evaluation round.

IV.2.

Developing multilateral
cooperation with nongovernmental organizations
providing opportunity for the
reintegration of victims of
trafficking in human beings

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism
and practical challenges.

Ministry of Human Capacities,
Ministry of Interior, National
Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable

European
Union and
governmental

IV.3.

Review and continuously comply
with commitments and
obligations under international
conventions

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism.

Ministry of Interior

European
Union and
governmental

IV.4.

Strengthening communication
between the National
Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable

The objective is included based on
feedback of the members of the
National Coordination Mechanism.

National coordinator against
trafficking in human beings

European
Union and
governmental

IV.5.

Extending international
cooperation related to trafficking
in human beings

The objective is included based on
experiences from the former
strategy, and feedback of the
members
of
the
National
Coordination Mechanism.

Ministry of Interior

European
Union and
governmental
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Appendix No. 2. of Government Decision 1046/2020 (II. 18.)
Action Plan for the implementation of the National Strategy between 2020-2023 on the
fight against trafficking in human beings, to be implemented between 2020-2021
I.

Prevention
I.1. Paying special attention to potential victims of trafficking in human beings under
18 years of age and to members of vulnerable social groups
I.1.1. Prevention programs in foster parenting networks, orphanages, home cares, juvenile prisons
based on coherent thematic;
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Finance
bodies:
B Partners:
Ministry of Interior, National Police Headquarters, National Crime Prevention
Council
C Means:
development and implementation of prevention programs involving nongovernmental organizations against trafficking in human beings
D Due date:
continuous until 31 December 2023
E Indicator:
number of participants
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
HUF 5 million from national funds, for the development of a prevention
program in 2020
In 2021-2023 HUF 250 million from EU funds, for the implementation of the
prevention program.
The decisions on the allocation of EU funds presented above have not yet been
made.

I.1.2. Prevention programs in public education institutions involving kindergarten and school
social workers.
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Finance
bodies:
B Partners:
Ministry of Interior, National Police Headquarters, National Crime Prevention
Council
C Means:
development and implementation of educational and prevention programs
involving non-governmental organizations against trafficking in human beings
D Due date:
continuous until 31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number of participants
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
HUF 5 million from national funds, for the development of a prevention
program in 2020
In 2021 - 2023 HUF 250 million from EU funds, for the implementation of the
prevention program.
The decisions on the allocation of EU funds presented above have not yet been
made.
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I.1.3. Involvement of child welfare general and child protection special care professionals,
juvenile prison professionals in the training programs implemented by EFOP-3.8.2-16 and
VEKOP-7.5.1-16 projects free of charge until 2020, and planned continuation of the programs
after 2020. In addition, development of a specific training module for child welfare general care
professionals that takes into account the social environment and cultural characteristics of highly
vulnerable social groups.
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
bodies:
B Partner:
Social and Child Protection Directorate General
C Means:
training
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number of participants
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
Funds are provided by EFOP-3.8.2-16 and VEKOP-7.5.1-16 projects.
I.1.4. Introduction and reinforcement of trainings on the prevention of trafficking in human beings
for all staff working with unaccompanied or separated children.
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
bodies:
B Partners:
National Directorate-General for Aliens Policing, National Police Headquarters
C Means:
development and implementation of training modules by involving nongovernmental organizations against trafficking in human beings
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number of participants
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
HUF 1 million from national funds, for the development of a prevention
program in 2020
In 2021 - 2023 HUF 30 million from EU funds, for the implementation of the
prevention program.
The decisions on the allocation of funds presented above have not yet been
made.
I.1.5. Supporting the purchase and maintenance of additional rescue vehicles and allocating
resources for the appointed institutions providing regional child protection special care services,
for the safe transportation of minor victims receiving child protection special care, and for
organizations maintaining temporary accommodations receiving adult victim, for the
transportation of adult victims, identified in Hungary, to shelters or safe houses
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Finance
bodies:
B Partners:
appointed institutions providing regional child protection special care services,
organizations maintaining temporary accommodations
C Means:
procurement
D Due date:
31 December 2021
providing 2 rescue vehicles per year between 2020 - 2021 (4 vehicles in total)
for the appointed institutions providing regional child protection special care
services;
providing 1 rescue vehicle in 2020 for the two organizations maintaining
temporary accommodation (2 vehicles in total)
E Indicator:
number of acquired vehicles (4+2 vehicles)
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F Funding

to be implemented from national funds
for acquisition and maintenance in 2020: HUF 80 million
HUF 40 million for acquisition and maintenance in 2021
(Maintenance of rescue vehicles: HUF 7 million/year/vehicle)
for the maintenance in 2021: HUF 42 million/year.

I.1.6. Development and application of an authorization protocol for conducting identification
interviews in situations when a minor is involved and no parent and legal representative is present
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Human Capacities
bodies:
B Partner:
National Police Headquarters
C Means:
development of the methodology
D Due date:
31 December 2020
E Indicator:
report to NKM/Government on the implementation
F Funding
–
I.1.7. Establishment of a children's hearing room in each court building with a judicial staff of
more than 7 persons
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partner:
Office of the Judiciary
C Means:
technical development
D Due date:
31 December 2021, and then continuous
E Indicator:
number of established rooms
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
I.1.8. Supporting the creation and operation of the infrastructure conditions required by further
Barnahus model1 services in order to provide nationwide coverage
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Finance
bodies:
B Partner:
Ministry of Justice
C Means:
infrastructure investment
D Due date:
31 December 2021, and then continuous
E Indicator:
Number of Barnahus houses
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
Background: incorporated for two Barnahus houses: HUF 74 million/year from
2020 is already provided from the general budget. (Provided by the general
budget of 2020.) HUF 30 million for the establishment of one more Barnahus
(available from the general budget of 2020.)
Resource requirements: for the establishment of two more Barnahus houses in
2021: HUF 70 million, and HUF 37 million/year, incorporated from 2021, for
operating another one Barnahus established from own, institutional funds (not
from general budget) in 2020.
The decisions on the allocation of funds presented above for 2021 have not yet
been made.
1

The point of the model is that children traumatized by sexual abuse should not be subjected to lengthy criminal proceedings
and to avoid re-victimisation due to the repeated hearings. The child can speak in an appropriate environment and share what
happened and the information received in only one hearing and investigation can be used as evidence in the case. The
Barnahus model also ensures the principle of equality of the parties, since the rights of the suspect are protected in the
system.
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I.1.9. Development of the legal background for the appropriate application of the Barnahus model
services in criminal proceedings.
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Human Capacities
bodies:
B Partners:
Office of the Prosecutor General, Office of the Judiciary, National Police
Headquarters
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021, and then continuous
E Indicator:
number of amended acts and other law
F Funding
I.1.10. Development of methodology for the implementation of prevention activities in public
education institutions and youth community areas, youth camps
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
body:
B Partner:
Ministry of Interior
C Means:
development of the methodology
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
developed methodology
F Funding
can be implemented from national funds
The required funds (HUF 4.5 million) are currently not available from Ministry
of Human Capacities’ budget.
I.2. Development of preventive information materials and training, campaigns, in
particular to reach particularly vulnerable social groups
I.2.1. Further use and development of the tools (website, thematic information sheets, video clips,
flyers, social media campaign, screenings, public meetings, panel discussions, school activities)
developed and applied in the „Don’t let it happen” („Ne hagyd”) awareness-raising campaign
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, Members of NGO Roundtable
C Means:
awareness-raising campaign
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
total reach
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
I.2.2. Continuation of the National Crime Prevention Council's online prevention and awarenessraising campaign on labor exploitation performed in 2018
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
National Crime Prevention Council, Ministry of Finance EURES, National
Police Headquarters
C Means:
online campaign
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
total reach
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
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I.3. Exploiting the potential of the Internet to prevent victimization of sexual, labor and
other forms of exploitation, with special regard to the vulnerability of persons under the
age of 18
I.3.1. Using social media for reaching potential victims of trafficking in human beings
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, National Crime Prevention Council
C Means:
Development and distribution of content aiming the prevention of sexual and
labor exploitation
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
number of reached people
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
I.4. Establishment and operation of a follow-up system to monitor the lives and
protection of the victims identified and supported to prevent re-victimization
I.4.1. In the context of the relationship with victims registered at different bodies and
organizations, reporting every six months on the living conditions of cooperating victims after the
care period
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Justice, National Police Headquarters
C Means:
completed electronic interface
D Due date:
beyond the period of the Action Plan, until 31 December 2023
E Indicator:
making a study in order to detect the possible deficiencies of the system
F Funding
2021-2023 electronic interface development HUF 60 million (computerization
of the case logs for family and child welfare services)
The decisions on the allocation of EU funds presented above have not yet been
made.

I.4.2. Investigation of the frequency of re-victimization of victims coming from temporary
accommodation and halfway exit houses and, based on the results, identification of areas of the
services in the care system that require further improvement
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
body:
B Partner:
–
C Means:
study
D Due date:
by 31 December 2021
E Indicator:
completed study
F Funding
can be implemented from national funds
The required funds (HUF 5 million) are currently not available from Ministry
of Human Capacities’ budget.
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I.5. Integration of the concept of trafficking in human beings into public education and
higher education syllabus and integration of particular specialized services into the
examination requirements
I.5.1. Preparation of the integration of the field of trafficking in human beings into the specific
syllabus of social work studies in higher education
A Responsible Ministry of Innovation and Technology
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Interior, National Police Headquarters, Ministry of Justice, Ministry
of Human Capacities
C Means:
getting together good practices, development of the methodology
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
revised syllabus
F Funding
–
I.5.2. Amendment of the Ministry of Public Administration and Justice Decree 22/2010 on the
administrative test of probation officers, government officials and government case administrators
acting as a probation officer, legal aid and victim support service, and compensation body in
order to allow victim support service staff to give account of their knowledge of the fight against
trafficking in human beings, the characteristics and protection of victims subject to trafficking in
human beings within the context of their compulsory training
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partner:
–
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
trainings realized
F Funding
–
I.5.3. Making trainings on the topic of fight against trafficking in human beings mandatory for
consular officers within the context of the consular preparatory training exam
A Responsible Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade
body:
B Partner:
Ministry of Interior
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
trainings realized
F Funding
–
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II.

Victim identification, referral of victims, victim assistance
II.1. Establishment and continuous provision of a coherent procedure for the
referral of victims of trafficking and adequate funding for the implementation
II.1.1. Establishment and continuous provision of a uniform procedure for the referral of victims
and adequate funding for its implementation for Hungarian victims of trafficking in human beings
identified in Hungary
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Human Capacities, National Police
Headquarters, Ministry of Finance, National Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
detailed procedural rules
F Funding
–
II.1.2. Establishment and continuous provision of a uniform procedure for the referral of victims
and adequate funding for its implementation for European Union citizen victims of trafficking in
human beings identified in Hungary
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Human Capacities, National Police
Headquarters, Ministry of Finance, National Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
detailed procedural rules
F Funding
–
II.1.3. Establishment and continuous provision of a uniform procedure for the referral of victims
and adequate funding for its implementation for third country citizen victims of trafficking in
human beings identified in Hungary
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Interior
bodies:
B Partners:
National Directorate-General for Aliens Policing, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Trade
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
detailed procedural rules
F Funding
–
II.1.4. Establishment of a coordinator network for trafficking in human beings at county-level and
metropolitan-level, whose composition should, where possible, represent the proportion of the
social groups of victimization in the area
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Interior
bodies:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, National Police Headquarters
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C
D
E
F

Means:
Due date:
Indicator:
Funding

Extending the National Police Headquarters pilot project to other counties
31 December 2021
number of created mechanisms
to be implemented from national and European Union funds

II.1.5. Development of a methodology for identification interviews, including the case when the
victim is accompanied
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, National Directorate-General for Aliens Policing
C Means:
development of the methodology
D Due date:
31 December 2020
E Indicator:
developed methodology
F Funding
–
II.1.6. Implementation of the EKAT system2 development
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
all users
C Means:
information-technology development
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
realized development
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
II.1.7. Signing cooperation agreements for the purpose of regular and coordinated labor
inspections with the involvement of the competent department of the Ministry of Finance, the
police and other partner bodies
A Responsible Ministry of Finance
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters and members of the National Coordination
Mechanism
C Means:
Cooperation agreement
D Due date:
31 December 2020
E Indicator:
number of joint inspections
F Funding
–
II.1.8. Provision of financial resources to the appointed regional child protection special care
service provider for the performance of education, training, methodological, research and analysis
activities related to the operation of the Barnahus model services.
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Finance
bodies:
B Partner:
Ministry of Justice
C Means:
provision of financial frame
D Due date:
31 December 2020, and onwards
E Indicator:
reporting on methodological, research and analysis activities by 31 January
2022 the first time and then every year by 31 January after the respective year
2

A web-based system for identification of the victims of trafficking in human beings that had been developed within the
framework of the development project of the Ministry of Justice.
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F Funding

to be implemented from national funds
incorporated from 2021: HUF 10 million/year
The decision on the allocation of funds presented above has not yet been made.

II.1.9. Assistance services responding to the form of exploitation, in particular continuous
monitoring of the capacity and occupancy of temporary shelters of families and temporary
accommodations, and, if required, the extension of available capacities based on monitoring
results
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Interior
bodies:
B Partner:
Ministry of Justice
C Means:
provision of financial frame
D Due date:
31 December 2021, and onwards
E Indicator:
capacity increase
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
Making 5 external spaces by 31 December 2021 for 5-5 people: HUF 250
million
Maintenance costs from 2022: HUF 15 million/year
The decisions on the allocation of funds presented above have not yet been
made.
II.2. Further improvement of the organization of the municipalities in the field of family
and social administration, strengthening the health visitor and guardianship system at
local and county level
II.2.1. More effective operation of the child vulnerability, family and adult crisis detection and
signaling system in the framework of the family and child welfare services work - professional
guidelines, recommendations
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
body:
B Partner:
Prime Minister’s Office
C Means:
developing close cooperation with public education institutions and health
visitors
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number of victim identifications
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
own resource of HUF 5 million until 31 December 2020
II.3. Clear definition of the operation and members of the social care system,
development of methodological guidelines
II.3.1. Revision of the forms of support, care and reintegration provided to victims of trafficking
in human beings
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
bodies:
and Trade
B Partner:
–
C Means:
working group
D Due date:
31 December 2020
E Indicator:
methodological guide
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F Funding

–

II.3.2. Analysis of the development of regulations to allow authorities to transfer victims' data to
authorized assistance organizations in order to ensure a more effective contact and personal
support
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partner:
National Police Headquarters
C Means:
working group, revision of the opt-in system of the state victim support services
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
prior impact evaluation
F Funding
–
II.3.3. Compensation to victims from proceeds related to crime and seized
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, Office of the Judiciary, Office of the Prosecutor
General
C Means:
working group, revision of the legal conditions of state compensation
D Due date:
31 December 2020
E Indicator:
law amended
F Funding
–
II.3.4. Conducting a simulation exercise in Hungary involving experts from all bodies and
organizations active in the combat against trafficking in human beings
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Interior
bodies:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Interior, National DirectorateGeneral for Aliens Policing, National Police Headquarters
C Means:
training
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
realized simulation exercise
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
II.4. Expanding the scope of victim identification bodies, while reviewing the list of
indicators of becoming a victim and monitoring data provision
II.4.1. Amendment of Government decree no. 354/2012. (XII. 13.) on the identification order of
victims of trafficking in human beings in order to extend the range of bodies that carry out victim
identification
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, Office of the Judiciary, Office of the Prosecutor
General
C Means:
legislative amendment
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
law amended
F Funding
–
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II.4.2. Amendment of Government decree no. 354/2012. (XII. 13.) on the identification order of
victims of trafficking in human beings in order to review the list of indicators that denote
potential victims
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, Office of the Judiciary, Office of the Prosecutor
General
C Means:
legislative amendment
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
law amended
F Funding
–
II.4.3. Follow-up of actual data provision by trained service providers providing personal care and
designated as bodies entitled to identification and
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
body:
B Partner:
Ministry of Justice
C Means:
by means of informing the service providers under an established proceeding
D Due date:
31 December 2020, and onwards
E Indicator:
number of data provisions
F Funding
–
II.4.4. Continuous preparation, education and training of border police personnel to identify
potential victims of trafficking in human beings during border controls
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Justice, National Police
Headquarters, National Directorate-General for Aliens Policing
C Means:
qualification
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
trainings realized
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
II.4.5. Providing victim identification training for teachers and medical staff working in transit
zones, reception centers and detention facilities
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Justice, National Police
Headquarters, National Directorate-General for Aliens Policing
C Means:
qualification
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
trainings realized
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
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III.

Judiciary, law enforcement
III.1. Revision of legislation concerning the means of proof acquisition, and acts of
proof, as well as the examination of the possibility for victims to be exempted from
liability for offenses committed in their vulnerable position
III.1.1. Setting up a shared working group involving the police, the prosecution and the courts
A Responsible Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice
bodies:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, Office of the Prosecutor General, Office of the
Judiciary
C Means:
working group
D Due date:
31 December 2020
E Indicator:
number of meetings
F Funding
–
III.1.2. Organization of joint case discussions with law enforcement and jurisdiction bodies
(policemen, prosecutors, judges), in order to identify absences and issues and for a closer
cooperation
A Responsible Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice
bodies:
B Partners:
National Institute of Criminology, National Police Headquarters, Office of the
Prosecutor General, Office of the Judiciary
C Means:
case discussions
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number successfully closed cases
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
III.1.3. Publication of a study named: Models for the regulation of prostitution, social conditions
of their application
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partner:
–
C Means:
study
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
completed study
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
III.2. Reducing the duration of investigative actions and criminal proceedings
III.2.1. Trainings on the new trafficking definition in Act C of 2012 on the Criminal Code for
legal practitioners, ensuring its uniform application and interpretation
A Responsible Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice
bodies:
B Partners:
Office of the Prosecutor General, Office of the Judiciary, National Police
Headquarters
C Means:
trainings
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
trainings realized
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F Funding

to be implemented from national funds

III.2.2. Expanding the sub-unit of trafficking in human beings of the National Bureau of
Investigation to a unit and increasing the number of the staff
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partner:
National Police Headquarters
C Means:
reorganization and capacity increase
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
increasing number of investigations, reducing their duration
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
The required funds for the capacity increase of 4 persons is HUF 28.5 million
for wages, that is available from own resources
III.2.3. Increasing the recognition, detection and effective completion of proceedings related to
felonies and misdemeanor offences related to trafficking in human beings
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
Office of the Prosecutor General, Office of the Judiciary, National Police
Headquarters
C Means:
trainings
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
increasing number of investigations, reducing their duration
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
III.3. Reducing the deliberate use of services provided by victims of trafficking in
human beings
III.3.1. Criminalizing the deliberate use of services provided by victims of trafficking in human
beings
A Responsible Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, Office of the Judiciary, Office of the Prosecutor
General
C Means:
working group, legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
law amended
F Funding
–
III.3.2. Investigating the practice of criminalizing the deliberate use of services provided by
victims of trafficking; examining and monitoring the legal application and practice of the
criminalization of the use of services, and the assessing the possible need to modify the new
legislation
A Responsible Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice
bodies:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, Office of the Judiciary, Office of the Prosecutor
General
C Means:
working group analyzing the legal practice
D Due date:
31 December 2023
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E Indicator:
F Funding

law amended
–

III.4. Improvement of statistical data collection on trafficking in human beings
III.4.1. Setting up a working group involving the bodies responsible for data registration and the
Criminal Statistical Working Group
A Responsible Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Justice
bodies:
B Partners:
Office of the Prosecutor General, National Police Headquarters, Office of the
Judiciary, Central Statistical Office
C Means:
working group
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
working group meetings
F Funding
–
IV.

Partnership
IV.1. Call for researches on trafficking in human beings
IV.1.1. Call for researches on trafficking in human beings, with special regard to the different
needs of treatment for victims of different forms of exploitation
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Human Capacities, Ministry of Justice
C Means:
research
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
completed study
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
IV.1.2. Analyzing the efficiency and dissuasive effects of the penalties defined in Section 192 (2)
and (3) of the Criminal Code
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
Ministry of Justice, Office of the Judiciary, Office of the Prosecutor General
C Means:
research
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
completed study
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
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IV.2. Developing multilateral cooperation with non-governmental organizations
providing opportunity for the reintegration of victims of trafficking in human beings
IV.2.1. Involving additional service organizations in the provision of benefits leading to
reintegration in order to reach nationwide coverage
A Responsible Ministry of Human Capacities
body:
B Partner:
Ministry of Justice
C Means:
framework agreements
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number of involved organizations
F Funding
–
IV.3. Review and continuously comply with commitments and obligations under
international conventions
IV.3.1. Official definition of „shelters”
A Responsible Ministry of Justice
body:
B Partner:
Ministry of Human Capacities
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
law amended
F Funding
–
IV.3.2. Joining the Council of Europe Convention against Trafficking in Human Organs3
A Responsible Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Human Capacities
bodies:
B Partner:
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade
C Means:
legislation
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
publication of the signature by law
F Funding
–
IV.4. Strengthening communication between the National Coordination Mechanism and
Members of NGO Roundtable
IV.4.1. Organization of shared meetings and round table discussions on a regular basis
A Responsible National coordinator
body:
B Partners:
National Coordination Mechanism and Members of NGO Roundtable
C Means:
meetings
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
number of meetings
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds

3

The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe has approved the Council of Europe Convention against Trafficking
in Human Organs on 9. July 2014 and the signature is open since 25. March 2015.
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IV.4.2. Setting up thematic ad hoc working groups
A Responsible National coordinator
body:
B Partners:
National Coordination Mechanism and Members of NGO Roundtable
C Means:
working group
D Due date:
continuous
E Indicator:
number of meetings
F Funding
to be implemented from national funds
IV.5. Extending international cooperation related to trafficking in human beings
IV.5.1. As an extension of the RAVOT-EUR project, involvement of more target countries in the
operation of the transnational referral mechanism
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
National Police Headquarters, Office of the Prosecutor General
C Means:
project realization
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
established referral of victims mechanisms
F Funding
to be implemented from European Union funds
IV.5.2. Mapping of cooperation opportunities between the most affected counties and
municipalities in the regions and cities close to the border and the relevant cross-border regions
and cities, with special regard to referral of victims, care for victims and establishment of
information flow
A Responsible Ministry of Interior
body:
B Partners:
National Bureau of Investigation, National Police Headquarters
C Means:
sharing best practices, awareness-raising, providing information
D Due date:
31 December 2021
E Indicator:
number of co-operators
F Funding
to be implemented from national and European Union funds
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